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An imperative sentence gives an order , request or advice . It is used to

ask people to do things or to give suggestions . 

It is closed with a full stop (.)

Please accept my gift . [  ]

Tick (   ) the imperative sentence and cross (    ) the other

I want to give a gift . [  ]
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCESIMPERATIVE SENTENCES

1. Can you give this blue envelope? [  ]

Send her this blue envelope . [ ]

2. Will you clean your room? [ ] 

Clean your room immediately . [ ]

3. Write a letter to warden . [ ]

I am writing a letter to warden . [ ]

Example :
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1. He is about to choose his uniform . [ ] 
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCESIMPERATIVE SENTENCES

Choose your uniform immediately . [ ]

2. The boys are talking more . [ ]

Stop talking boys . [ ]

 3. Do you know the answer? [ ]

Please raise your hand , if you know the answer . [ ]

4. Why don ’t you do your home work promptly? [ ]

Do your homes work with our any delay . [ ]
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1. Syam , hand me your spectacles . [ ]
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCESIMPERATIVE SENTENCES

Syam is handing over his spectacles . [ ] 

2. John , Hurry up otherwise you will miss the train . [ ] 

John is going to miss the train . [ ]

 3. How can you go home? [ ]

Let me go home . [ ]

4. Lend me your book please . [ ]

She is ready to give me her book . [ ]
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An imperative sentence gives an order, request or advice. 
It is used to ask people to do things or to give suggestions. 
It is closed with a full stop (.)

Match the following statements with relevant imperatives. The first
one is done for you.
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCESIMPERATIVE SENTENCES

6. They are poor

1. Attention children 

2. Dear Mary 

3. Siren is given

4. You are advised to 

  

5. I am drowning 

mind your own work .

leave that place

immediately .

don ’t make noise .

you should help them .

please help me . . . help me . . .

  

bring that book to me . 
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Match the following statements with relevant imperatives. 
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IMPERATIVE SENTENCESIMPERATIVE SENTENCES

An imperative sentence gives an order, request or advice. 
It is used to ask people to do things or to give suggestions. 
It is closed with a full stop (.)
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6. You can do it

1. Today is Sunday

2. The teacher permitted

you 

3. It is not good for health

4. It is fine evening 

  

5. Animals are good

 be kind to them .

try again .

stop smoking .

come in please .

enjoy your holiday .

  

let ’s have a walk .
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